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Empowerment
 Process of creating intrinsic task 

motivation by providing an 

environment and tasks which 

increase feelings of self-efficacy 

and energy

Meaningfulness Competence

Impact Choice

Thomas & Velthouse 1990 Cognitive elements of Empowerment, Academy of management Review, 15.
Frymier, Shulman, Houser 1996 The development of a learner empowerment measure, Communication Education, 
Vol 45.

Feedback
Communication

Credibility 
Trust



Demonstrating ‘Meaning’ by the 
use of  Case Studies

 Students appreciate meaning when we provide 

learning tasks that are relevant, realistic, 

authentic and represent the natural 

complexities of the ‘real world’ 

Course 
curriculum 
inclusions

Guided case 
studies

Murphy, Elizabeth. “Characteristics of Constructivist Learning & Teaching.” In  Constructivism: From Philosophy to Practice by E. 
Murphy. http://www.stemnet.nf.ca/~elmurphy/emurphy/cle3.html



Developing ‘Competence’ by 
the use of  Case Studies

 Empower students by developing mastery in
 applying knowledge to real-world problems
 synthesising information: eg. molecules & 

human disease
 analytical skills
 diagnostic thinking skills

Course 
curriculum 
inclusions

Guided case 
studies



Challenge: FY Health course 
Genes and Disease

 Source: Authenticity important to demonstrate 
the complexities of real life 

 Approach: Enhance working knowledge of the 
material, develop problem solving skills

 Delivery & Assessment: Integrated into 
curriculum, LOs & assessed

Course 
curriculum 
inclusions

Guided case 
studies



Source
Course 

curriculum 
inclusions

Guided case 
studies



Approach: Open-ended vs 
directed

Course 
curriculum 
inclusions

Guided 
case 

studies

Directed

 Involves a story or scenario

 Asks students specific questions 

that leads them to apply 

information just learned  

 Teacher controlled

Open-ended

 Involves a problem that needs 

solving

 Students provide a solution

 May involve complex analysis of 

information
Cliff W & Wright A. 1996 Directed case study method for teaching human anatomy and physiology, Advances in Physiology Education, 15:1



Delivery and assessment
Course 

curriculum 
inclusions

Guided case 
studies

 Case information provided in course materials with 
citations and electronic links to source

 Included specific leading questions to apply 
information just learned + further problem/s that 
encouraged analytical thinking

 Teacher controlled
 Specific LOs for assessment



Students
• Review and apply 

concepts
• Develop confidence
• Apply basic analysis skills
• Attempt complex 

questions
• Develop clinical reasoning
• Develop diagnostic 

thinking
• Prepared for complex 

open-ended cases
• Understand expectations 

based on LOs

Teacher
• Carefully selected cases
• Teacher controlled
• Includes directed questions
• Easier at first
• Introduces some basic 

analysis
• + Extends and explores some 

open-ended Qs
• Revisit some cases in later 

topics

Case
• Real life or mimics
• Focus on specific 

LOs
• Links foundation 

knowledge to real 
life

• May be complex
• Assessed according 

to LOs

Integrated case-study approach



Evidence for effectiveness: 
meaning

Course 
curriculum 
inclusions

Guided case 
studies

• Case studies, and examples were really interesting and comprehensive. 
It allowed me to really understand the content, and at the same time 
relate it back to the real world.

• Case studies presented at the end of  lecture content highlighted the 
relevance/ application of  our learning.

• The thing I liked most about this course was how at the end of  each 
theoretical unit, there were case studies; this tied the information to real 
life and made a connection with why we were studying it, thus 
consolidating our knowledge.

• The case studies were interesting and were a "treat" at the end of  a 
lecture.



Evidence for effectiveness: 
competence

Course 
curriculum 
inclusions

Guided case 
studies
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Discussion
 Think of a course /topic for which you might like to teach a case study. 

 What benefits and challenges do you foresee? 

 Where would you source your case study, what type of approach & 

delivery would you use and why?



Discussion
Benefits/challenges:

Source:

Approach:

Delivery:
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